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Financial & Social Performance
Number of Customers
2018

2019

% Customer/Women
2018

2020

2019
14,399

13,610

13,163

Portfolio Size ($ Million)

2020
% Non-Performing Loan
2018

2018

2019

$16.72

Average Loan Size

% Customer/Rural Sector
2018

2018

$1,940

2020

2020

$16.40

$16.14

2019

2019

$1,963

2020

$1,270

2019

2020

22 Branches across Timor-Leste Territory

Overview
Kaebauk Investimentu no Finansas, S.A. (Kaebauk) is an Other Deposit Taking
Institution (ODTI). In 2016, Kaebauk officially transformed to an ODTI, from Tuba Rai
Metin, a non- license microfinance institution, which has been providing loan since
2001.
Kaebauk is a joint stock institution owned by the two local entities: TRM and
Association of TURAME, as well as two international institutional investors; IFC and
BOPA. Kaebauk scope of services is to provide loan and deposit products to Timorese
nationals. By the end of 2020, total customers being served by Kaebauk are more than
13,000 customers in all municipalities in Timor-Leste.
Kaebauk is one of the largest private sectors employers in Timor-Leste with total staff
more than 300

Kaebauk mission is to provide microfinance and allied services for a large number
of the poor entrepreneurs in a sustainable, transparent and regulated manner to
improve the quality of lives of families and to empower women. We aim to be
Timor-Leste’s most reliable financial institution.
Most of our services are provided in rural areas as we focus our financial services to
the unbanked low-income entrepreneurs. By doing so we believe that we will be able
to contribute to sustainable economic growth in the country.
Kaebauk believes in the philosophy of financial inclusion. To extend financial services
to the unbanked customers to support the alleviation of poverty and allow our
customers to have the opportunity to build a better life.

About this Report
As an institution in the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste that is licensed to accept
deposits, we are required to report annually on our financial activities and operations.
This document fulfils the mandatory regulatory reporting requirements. All issues
deemed to be of material importance have been reported in this document.
Material issues include corporate governance, management, business, liquidity and
capital adequacy ratio and geographic outreach.
Because our mission involves expanding access to financial services by the citizens
of Timor-Leste, the priority for all key stakeholder groups is social impact associated
with our services.
It is not enough for us just to be financially solvent and remain in business, our success
is based on the extent to which the citizens and society of Timor-Leste benefits from
our products and services. This report therefore includes information about social and
financial performance.
This is our annual report for FY 2020, and it reflects the development in this particular
year. Wherever possible historical information is included for comparison.
All figures reported are in US Dollars, which is the currency in use throughout TimorLeste.

Vision & Mission Statements
Vision

Kaebauk will be the most trusted and accessible
Financial Institution in Timor-Leste
Mission

To provide microfinance and allied services to a
large number of the poor entrepreneur and
underserved communities in a sustainable,
transparent and regulated manner to improve the
quality of lives of families and empower women.

List of Acronym
AC

-

Audit Committee

ANZ

-

Australian New Zealand Banking Group

AML/CTF

-

Anti Money Laundering and Counter Financing of Terrorism

BCTL

-

Banco Central de Timor-Leste

BOPA

-

Base of Pyramid Asia

CBS

-

Core Banking System

FY

-

Financial Year

GM

-

General Manager

HRC

-

Human Resource Committee

IFC

-

International Finance Corporation

RMC

-

Risk Management Committee

SME

-

Small and Medium Enterprises

TURAME

-

Tuir Rasik Mehi

TRM

-

Tuba Rai Metin

Company Values
We aim to maximize our company performance and abide by the underlying
objective that will serve our customers in a professional way.

Customer Leaderships: customers are
our reason for being on the job and our
first priority, therefore we want to
ensure they are fully satisfied with our
services.

Quality: we will continue to serve our
customers in an efficient, transparent,
and dignified way to keep them
delighted.

Diversity and Neutrality: we serve poor
people based on need, not ethnicity,
religion, or political affiliation.

Recognition: we believe that we should
acknowledge successes and reward
those who achieved them.

Balance between service and
sustainability: we are to serve our
customer in a sustainable and a
transparent manner.

Compassion: We believe in supporting
those in need of help and tolerance in
times of conflict or emergencies.

Responsibility and Accountability: we
believe our future is guaranteed by our
responsibility and accountability
towards our stakeholders.

Knowledge and sharing: we believe in
the continual improvement by learning
and sharing knowledge.

Discipline: we believe in respecting the
rules of the company, the country and
to be a role model for our customers
and make our program successful.

Integrity, fairness, and honesty in all
business dealings.
Trust is the cornerstone of our business
and it will never be compromised.

Letter from Chairman of Board of
Director
Dear Honored Readers,
The year 2020 has been filled with
uncertainty, COVID-19 has and will
continue to affect us one way or the other,
the work ahead for Kaebauk Board and
Management will be intense, but through
our vision to be the most trusted and
accessible financial institution in TimorLeste and our mission to improve and
provide microfinance to the poor will
remain to be our foresight that will push the institution forward. It is not an easy time
for Kaebauk customers as the State of Emergency and the virus itself is impacting
customers’ business operations, but Board will continue to have the confidence in
Kaebauk management to lead this institution through this difficult time and the Board
will provide the necessary support for management to emerge even stronger
throughout 2021.
During 2020 Kaebauk had to stop the implementation of a Core banking System
(CBS), which was a major disappointment for the institution. Nonetheless, based on
the experience gained a new CBS project Team has been set-up and the Board is
confident that a new Core Banking System will be in place by 2024. To strengthen
the Corporate Governance of Kaebauk, the board is also very excited that Mr.
Mohammed Shamim Shaban Khan joined Kaebauk Board in May 2020 as our newest
Independent Board Director. Mr. Khan has important experience in overseeing
implementation of CBS in Financial Institutions during his time in key management
roles for ANZ Bank in Fiji, Timor-Leste and PNG from 2006-2013. Mr. Khan will be
overseeing the CBS project first-hand, as one of Kaebauk’s CBS Committee
members.
In relation to business, we started the financial year for 2020 confidently, to achieve
business growth by aiming to increase disbursements amounts, increase the number
of clients, but due to impacts of COVID-19, political instability, the state of emergency,

the financial performance for Kaebauk was not achieved as intended. In the current
pandemic crisis, where situation is unlikely to change anytime soon, Board have
ensured that Management have prepared all possible contingencies and to learn from
past mistake, to achieve growth throughout the Financial year in 2021. At the same
time, the Board is also vigilant and have worked closely with management to be more
efficient with the operation expenses for 2021, while remaining to be considerate with
the labor force and career development of the staff though good support and security.
In addition, a plan to implement the Salary scale is in place for 2021, to implement a
fair and transparent salary scale adjustment for all employees.
Finally, given the difficult situation that the people of Timor-Leste are facing, Kaebauk
business will spare no effort in working towards supporting our clients and achieving
businesses growth. Board shall continue to work closely with Management and
monitor the progress accordingly to ensure management is getting the support needed
to get through this challenging period and emerge stronger.
Thank you & Stay Safe!

Sincerely
Hernani Viterbo Soares
Chairman of KIF Board
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I.

Corporate Governance

Our Board of Directors and Management team are strongly committed to good
corporate governance through having effective structures, policies, and processes to
manage the company and ensure appropriate controls.
Our Corporate Governance framework fosters accountability, fairness, transparency,
and responsibility and this is documented in our Corporate Governance Manual as
well as Code of Conduct.
In FY 2020, an evaluation of the Corporate Governance in Kaebauk was carried out
with the assistance from IFC. The specific focus was to define in detail the roles and
responsibilities of the Management and the separation of authority between
Management and the Board of Directors.
Key accomplishment of the journey in this year is the appointment of new independent
Board of Directors who has important and relevant experience in the banking sector,
implementation of the succession planning and appointment and changing in some of
the Management key positions, fair and transparent application of the incentive system
and salary scale and evaluation of the corporate governance.

Kaebauk Corporate Governance Structure
A.

Kaebauk Corporate Governance Structure

B.

Company Ownership

On 31st December 2020, we had 200,000 shares outstanding, and each share has
book value of USD$ 27.00. The breakdown of the company ownership can be seen in
the table below;

Shareholder

% -holding

T RM

58.50%

BOPA

16.50%

IFC

12.50%

T ura m e

12.50%
100.00%

TRM
TRM as a Foundation in Timor-Leste, which is the main and largest shareholder in
KIF. The objectives of TRM are raise incomes and quality of lives of poor women and
their households by providing them reliable access to multiple livelihood services.
TRM will not get direct involvement of providing financial services as long as possible
but will help in creating remote access through strategic partners.

Currently, the activity that TRM is running is conducting financial literacy training in
three districts in the eastern part of Timor-Leste, namely Viqueque, Baucau and
Lautem.

BOPA
BOPA is microfinance investment holding company registered in Singapore. BOPA
has investments in six Asian microfinance institutions including Kaebauk.
BOPA actively participates in the development of Kaebauk, particularly involvement in
the corporate governance and has a seat in the Board.

IFC
IFC is the private sector arm of the World Bank Group. Based in Washington, DC. IFC
has been actively engaging with Kaebauk to develop its core banking system and the
preparation of Kaebauk to become a microfinance Bank in the coming years.

TURAME
TURAME shares are held on behalf of our employees who were eligible to benefit from
the stock options at the time of our inception.
Most of the approximately 70 employees who were awarded share options are long
term employees who helped sustain the institution through the period of Timor-Leste
civil unrest and subsequent rebuilding.
The record of shares held on behalf of employees is kept by our Corporate Service
Manager.

C. Annual Shareholder Meeting
Our annual shareholder meeting was held on 27th February 2020.

This meeting was attended by all shareholders representatives. The discussion
included other strategical decision for the business and the approval of the new
Independent Board of Director Mr. Mohammed Shamim S. Khan.
Board of Directors
Our Board of Directors are composed of five members, each elected by shareholders
for a three-year term.
Board members may be re-elected by shareholders to subsequent terms if they
continue to be able to perform relevant duties and maintain sufficient objectivity.
The Board is composed of representatives of the majority and minority shareholders,
with one independent director. No members of senior management may serve as
Board members.
The Board meets minimum of four times annually. The Board oversees the company
and guides management with the objective of creating long term shareholder value
and take into account the interests of all key stakeholders.
The Board is responsible for defining and upholding our social mission, purpose,
balancing social and financial priorities to ensure that we create value in a sustainable
manner.
To ensure that we are successful in delivering social and financial value over the long
term, the Board oversees:
•

Strategy setting and performance against strategic objective.

•

Risk management

•

Financial reporting and internal controls

•

The human resource framework

•

Board nominations

•

Succession Planning

•

The performance and remuneration of senior management

•

The Governance and compliance framework

The main focus areas for the Board of Directors during 2021 is to identify the new
Project Manager and establish new project team to search for new vendors of Core
Baking System and the completion project of the new Head Office building.

D.

Board of Directors Profile

Hernani Viterbo Soares
Chairman of Board of Directors

Alvaro Menezes
Board of Director

Aida Pinto Baptista
Independent Board of Director

Christian Andersen
Board of Director

New Joining of Board of Director in 2020

Mohammed Shamim Shaban Khan
Independent Board of Director

Mr. Khan is the newest Independent Board Member for Kaebauk. Mr. Khan currently
serves as the Group Financial Controller & Business Development for JYL
International in Timor-Leste. Specifically, Mr. Khan works as a Support Director and
GM Operations on business strategy development and implementation of initiatives.
Mr. Khan has over a decade of experience in the banking sector, being the Head of
Operations for ANZ in Fiji from 2012-2013, Chief Operating Officer, ANZ Timor-Leste
from 2006- 2009 & Manager Direct Banking for ANZ, Papua New Guinea from 20092011 etc. For that, Mr. Khan is an expert in Leading & Managing operations team on
property, leadership of electronic and business and great experience in implementing
and coordinating the Core Banking system, making him great fit to joining Kaebauk
Board.

E.

Board of Directors Relevant Skills

To provide appropriate stewardship, the Board possesses a broad range of expertise
relevant to our operations.
The table below provides an analysis of the relevant skill set of the current Board:
Board of Director

Relevant Skills

Hernani Viterbo Soares

Financial Services, Private Sector
Development, Strategy and Resources
Allocation and Risk Management.

Aida Pinto Baptista

Private Sector Development and Public
Policy and Regulation.

Christian Andersen

Financial Services, Public Policy and
Regulation, Financial Accounting and
Reporting, Corporate Finance. Strategy
and resource allocation, Leadership and
Talent Development.

Alvaro Menezes

Financial Accounting and Reporting,
Corporate Finance, Risk Management
and Leadership and Talent
Development.

Mohammed Shamim Shaban Khan

Financial Services, Financial
Accounting and Reporting, Corporate
Finance, Strategy and Resources
Allocation and Risk Management.

F.

Statement of Meeting Attendance by Board of
Directors

One measures of the Board’s effectiveness during 2020 is involvement and
participation and this is seen by attendance.
The table below indicates the number of the meeting conducted during FY 2020.
Statement Showing attendance of Board Meetings.

Name of Directors

Meetings Due

Meetings Attended

Hernani Viterbo Soares

4

4

Aida Pinto Baptista

4

4

Christian Andersen

4

4

Alvaro Menezes

4

4

Mohammed Shamim

4

3

Shaban Khan

Statement of Showing Attendance of Audit Committee Meetings
Name of Directors

Meetings Due

Meeting Attended

Christian Andersen

4

4

Aida Pinto Baptista

4

4

Statement Showing Attendance of Risk Committee Meetings
Name of Directors

Meetings Due

Meeting Attended

Hernani Viterbo Soares

4

4

Alvaro Menezes

4

4

Mohammed Shamim

4

3

Shaban Khan

Statement Showing Attendance of HR Committee Meetings
Name of Directors

Meeting Due

Meeting Attended

Hernani Viterbo Soares

4

4

Alvaro Menezes

4

4

Mohammed Shamim

4

2

Shaban Khan

Board of Director Remuneration
Board Responsibilities

Honorarium per Quarter (USD)

1

Chairperson of the Board

$600.00

2

Chairperson of Audit, Risk and HR

$450.00

Committees and any other regular
Board Committee that is formed in the
future.
3

Member of Audit, Risk and HR
Committees and any other regular

$450.00

Board Committee that is formed in the
future
4

Board members

$350.00

Board sitting fees should include the participation through electronic mode:
$200.00 per extra Board meeting and Committee meeting (excluding vert short
meeting and excluding lunch or dinner meeting with visitors or short interactive
meetings).
In addition to this incentive, Board members are also reimbursed for any expenses
relating to meeting attendance.

G. Board Committee
At present, the Board has committees to oversee audit, risk, and HR management.
Audit Committee (AC)
The committee is chaired by Mr. Andersen. Another committee member is Mrs.
Baptista.
The primary focus of the Audit Committee during 2020 is ensuring the integrity of all
the financial reports and reinforce the internal control system.

Viqueque Branch

Viqueque Branch Staff

Viqueque SME Client (Soeing Business)

Viqueque SME Client (PAR)

Viqueque Agri-Client

Viqueque SME Client (Interview)

Manatuto Branch

Risk Management Committee (RMC)
The committee is chaired by Mr. Soares. The other committee members are Mr.
Menezes and Mr. Khan.
The primary focus of the Risk Committee during 2020 is to look at financial risk in the
operations and monitoring the internal control management.
Human Resource Committee (HRC)
The Committee is chaired by Mr. Menezes. The other committee members are Mr.
Soares and Mr. Khan.
The primary focus of the Human Resource Committee during 2020 is to look at the
succession planning, incentive schemes and the salary scale.

H. Board of Director Visit to Branch
On the 12th of October 2020 until the 13th of October 2020, the Deputy CEO & the
Company Secretary invited Board of Director Mr. Alvaro Menezes to a field visit across
3 Branches, which include Manatuto, Baucau & Viqueque. The first objective of the
trip is to directly present the day-to-day business operations to a Board of Director and
to directly discuss with staff branches regarding the difficulties they are encountering,
the support and resources needed and simply for the branch staff to provide any
suggestions or requests. These suggestions were later discussed in both
Management & Board level to provide the support needed. The Second objective was
to visit Agri-customers and SME customers who are doing very well in relation to
meeting repayment schedules and improving their businesses. Customers who are
not doing very well and is in non-performing loan category. Both the Deputy CEO and

Board of Director Mr. Menezes sought customers explanations as to why the
customers’ business failed and provided suggestions and encouragement to
customers on how to improve. As well as meeting successful customers and
understanding their history from small businesses loans to big-loan SME customers
and to ultimately share their extraordinary stories with Kaebauk high level counterparts
and other stakeholders. Allowing us to truly present the importance of Kaebauk in
Timor-Leste, its success and to sill highlight the work still ahead.

II.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM

A. Senior Management Team Profiles

Angelo B. C. Soares
CEO

Basilio Ribeiro de C. Soares
CFO

Eliseu Oliveira Gomes
Corporate Service Manager

Edio da Costa
Deputy CEO

Natalia Jaquelina do R. Ribeiro
Finance Manager

Fin

Rui Antonio Oliveira
IT Manager

Alexandre de Castro
Operation Manager

Jesuina Soares Cabral
Human Resource Manager

Jacob Domingos Neto
Internal Audit Manager

Armindo Barros
Agri Loan Manager

Antonio Carlos Hanjam Soares
Company Secretary

B. Senior Management Promotions in 2020

Tarsisio da Costa
Risk Manager

Alexandrinho Moniz
Training Manager

Gracia Eugenia Albino
Compliance & AML/CTF Manager

The Senior Management promotions are part of the succession planning to ensure
key positions are filled immediately when required. In 2020, Kaebauk promoted
positions such as Risk Manager, Training Manager and Compliance & AML/CTF
Manager.
Training Manager, Mr. Tarsisio da Costa was promoted to Risk Manager, a position
which was previously held by an expatriate staff. This promotion was made taking into
consideration Mr. Tarsisio’s substantial experience in operations and its associated
risks as well as his thorough understanding of the entire business of Kaebauk.
The Training Manager position was then filled by its prepared successor Mr. Alex
Moniz who has been well prepared for this transition by getting trained in the skills
required for this new responsibility. Mr. Moniz comes from a position as Area Manager
and therefore a good fit for this position.

In order to strengthen compliance, during 2020 Kaebauk created a new position as
Compliance and AML/CFT Manager. Ms. Gracia Albino, who has been compliance
officer since 2016, was promoted into this position. Like the Risk Manager, this
department is also a second line of defense for Kaebauk as it focuses specifically on
the compliance of Kaebauk business to the external regulations, including laws for
prevention of the money laundering and financing of terrorism and compliance with
the internal policies and regulations. The objective of reinforcing compliance function
is to prepare Kaebauk to became a specialized micro finance bank in future, by
building a robust compliance foundation that lives up to international standards in
financial sector.

III. Our Business
It has been another challenging year of operation for Kaebauk in 2020. The
continuation of political instability in prior years through the absence of the
Government budget and the emergence of the global pandemic COVID-19 have both
reinforce the stagnancy of Kaebauk business.
Due to the abovementioned challenges, Kaebauk cannot achieve its ambitious
business target as per intended. We must slow down our disbursement especially
during the affected period of the year in March and April to anticipate the possibility of
many of the affected customers who will fall into non-performing loan. During this
difficult time, many of our customers have suffered during these periods where they
cannot do their business as normal. For this reason, we also cannot grow our loan
portfolio, but we also introduced a holiday repayment program to allow our customers
to recover financially during those difficult time.
Despite all these difficulties Kaebauk remain strongly committed to manage the
current challenges and come strengthened out of the crisis. Kaebauk continue to focus
on increasing activities in rural areas. Meanwhile, management continue to build a
strategic business foundation that by 2024, t will be able to transform into a
microfinancebank with specific focus on the rural entrepreneur, who continue to suffer
from being excluded from the formal financial institution in the country.

A.

Loan Repayment Holiday Program

Kaebauk implemented repayment holiday program for three months from June 2020
and covering the months of June, July, and August. The objective was to help
customers to have time to recover financially from the state emergency implemented
by the Government in response to Covid19.
The state emergency limited the public movement and business which was not
providing basic needs were not allowed to operate. At the same time, financial
institutions were instructed to operate 5 hours a day only with stringent compliance to
the health protocols. As a prevention method, Kaebauk also halted new loan
disbursement during the state of emergency to prevent the possible significant
increment of the non-performing loans in the following months.
Taking into consideration the adverse impact economically to the country especially
to Kaebauk’s customers, KIF decided to help the customers to ease their financial
burden by introducing this repayment holiday program. This program cannot be
applied to all customers, given that consumer loan such as education and housing
loan are accessed by public servants who continued to receive their salaries on
monthly basis during this state of emergency, so this program is only for customers
which is relying on income from a business that has been affected by Convid19.

The repayment holiday program is conditioned to the customers who experienced
repayment difficulties in March and April and to those performed excellence
repayment history. To have their loan repayment paused for the three months,
customers must pay $5 for the respective months. The total customers who accessed
to this repayment holiday program was 1060 customers with total outstanding of
$1,223,369
The outcome of this program was successful and many customers who participated
in this holiday repayment program expressed their satisfaction. For Kaebauk, this is a
first-time experience and Kaebauk will consider similar measures in the future if the
same situation reoccurs. Kaebauk also believes that this program would be able to
foster a positive relationship with customers and demonstrate e our care of customers
financial situation especially during such difficult time.

B.

Kaebauk Business Customers’ Stories During Pandemic

Mr. Costantino de Araujo and his spouse Mrs. Luciana Colo in their Spare parts shop

Mr. Araujo is a car mechanic and he runs a workshop and a spare part shop. He is
Kaebauk’s SME plus customer accessing loan of $15,000. Mr. Araujo is looking after
the workshop and his spouse Mrs. Colo is looking after the spare parts shop.
According to Mr. Araujo all Spare parts are obtained from Atambua and Kupang

Indonesia. During the normal time, Mr. Araujo and his wife travels back and forth to
Kupang to buy all the spare parts because, according to Mr. Araujo, it is cheaper to
buy directly from Indonesia. However, during the lockdown both of them were unable
to travel and therefore they could not get the necessary parts for their business and
had to turn they customers away. Even though some of the spare parts were out of
stock, Mr. Araujo continued to open the workshop and attend his customers. Being
the biggest workshop in town and his workshop sometimes tbeing the only shop for
repairing. “I am glad that the Government did not force our business to close so that I
could continue to at least earn some income that I can use for the payments of
expenses, including loan. According to Mr. Araujo, being disciplined at repayment is
very important because this has been a one of the Kaebauk’s requisite to continue to
get access to new loans.
Mr. Araujo has attended a short course in mechanics and his parents taught him
driving and repairing their vehicle since he was very young and he emphasizes that
the business he has now is part of his passion. The business is managed by him and
his wife – their three children are currently studying in university but their son is helping
the parents with repairs in the garage during holidays.

Mrs. Catarina de Araujo and Family collecting Loan at Kaebauk’s branch in Atsabe

Mrs. Araujo is Kaebauk’s customer of KIF 1 product with amount $500.00 on 3rd April
2020. This is her third time taking loan from Kaebauk, with the previous amount
$800.00. Her main business is baking bread and supplying the bread for students in
public schools around Atsabe area. She has used the loan to buy more raw materials
to produce the bread and help her financing the operation of the business such as
buying fuel for the motorbikes, so that her husband can take the bread to the schools
and the area around Atsabe.
Mrs. Araujo informed that because of the lockdown, she wanted to take a smaller loan
so that she can afford making repayment every month which is consistent with her
expected lower income during the pandemic. “I

really hope that the situation will

go back to normal soon so that I can have my income stable and be able to expand
my business.” With the loan she can have a sustainable business and at the same
time, helping her two siblings going to university.

Mrs. Araujo is also very happy because Kaebauk existence in a rural area like Atsabe
can help her improve her livelihood.

Business Customer Mr. Rui Cardoso Freitas and his wife Mrs. Lucia Godinha in their kiosk

Mr. Freitas from Zumalai has been accessing Kaebauk loan for four times. Now he is
a customer of SME plus with total loan $15,000. According to Mr. Freitas, during the
state emergency and lockdown, he observed that the number of customers decrease
compared to normal time. It is believed that many people are afraid with the spread of
the virus and so they tend to stay at home. However, Mr. Freitas identified that more
people are buying the prevention equipment such as disinfectant, mask and people
also tend to buy more of basic goods such as rice and canned foods to be ready for
any emergency during pandemic, so Mr. Freitas increase the stocks which in high
demand during the pandemic.
The pandemic introduced challenges given that his income is less compared with the
normal season. Mr. Cardoso and his spouse Mrs. Godinha have therefore put more
efforts into getting maximum out of their resources and they have for example used
pick up car and motorbikes to bring their inventories to the markets around Zumalai
area to increase opportunities to market their goods. This has enabled them to make
sufficient income to keep up with their monthly expenses, including repayments to

Kaebauk.

“I see that during this time, we need to be more hard working

and stay disciplined to avoid financial issues.”
Mr. Freitas is very grateful for getting access to loans in Kaebauk because it is very
helpful, and a very fast process compared with Banks. In Kaebauk it is only 2 weeks
to get their loan approved while according to their experience in accessing a loan in a
bank, it would take up to 6 months-time.
Mr. Freitas also said that with the financial assistance from Kaebauk, he can see a
concrete change in his life, he is able to send all his four children to the private school.

IV.

Regulatory Ratio

During FY 2020 there were no major issues related to the non-compliance to BCTL
Law being reported and Kaebauk has been successfully maintaining all regulatory
ratios above the BCTL threshold. In FY 2020 our regulatory ratios were positioned as
follow:
Liquidity risk, we were well funded with a strong liquidity position, underpinned by
long term funding and an appropriately sized liquid assets buffer. The liquidity
coverage ratio reported at the end 2020 was 30%, comfortably above the regulatory
requirement of 20%.
Capital Adequacy (CAR), we must remain solvent and so balance sheet positioning
and capital planning is critical to addressing capital risks. The capital adequacy ratio
was at 33% as of 31st December 2020 and this ratio is also well in excess of the
regulatory requirement of 20%.
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